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Commentary

Beyond geopoetics: For hybrid
texts

Tim Cresswell
University of Edinburgh, UK

Abstract
This commentary responds to Eric Magrane’s welcome focus on the possibilities of ‘climate geopoetics’ as a
way of accessing and thinking environmental crisis differently. It explores the problem of approaching the
general through the particular and the affordances that poetry provides in making this leap. In addition, it
questions the particular veneration of the poet and poem and, building on the experiments of both poets
and academics, argues for the embrace of hybrid forms that transcends the poetry/non-poetry divide.
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A question at the heart of Magrane’s (2020) argu-

ment for ‘climate geopoetics’ is how we might

respond to such extraordinary times (even more

extraordinary now, then when he wrote it). He

invites us to consider the potential of what he calls

‘climate geopoetics’ in our understanding of the cli-

mate emergency we are in the midst of. As a geo-

grapher and poet, I am not in need of convincing

here. Poetry, as normally conceived, certainly

reaches parts of our make up that academic prose,

as normally conceived, often fails to do.

Magrane points towards a number of productive

differences between the normal practice of (most)

poetry and the normal practice of (most) academic

geography. He focuses on the binary of the abstract

and the particular. Poetry, he suggests, following

William Carlos Williams, rests on the idea that there

are ‘no ideas but in things’ (Williams, 1963). Poet-

ry’s strength, it is commonly asserted, is in the

power of noticing. And noticing means focusing

on the particular. As climate is an abstraction, and

climate change is an abstraction of an abstraction,

the question is whether poetry can engage them

successfully. Of course, not all poets necessarily

agree with Williams and his urging was very much

related to a particular mode of objectivism in poetry

in the early 20th century – a poetry of nouns. Meta-

physical poets in the 16th and 17th centuries such as

John Donne embraced abstraction and its relation to

philosophical inquiry. T.S. Eliot certainly did not

fear the abstract in The Four Quartets (Eliot,

2001). Poets have struggled with ways to approach

abstraction as much as anyone.

It is the relation between the particular (often

very specific ‘things’) and the abstraction that is

climate change that is key here. Timothy Morton

has referred to climate, and climate change, as
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‘hyperobjects’ – not so much abstractions as special

kinds of ‘thing’ whose bounds exceed our ability to

comprehend them. Hyperobjects, ‘things that are

massively distributed in time and space relative to

humans’ (Morton, 2013: 1) have a number of char-

acteristics, one of which is that they are nonlocal –

‘any “local manifestation” of a hyperobject is not

directly the hyperobject’ (Morton, 2013: 1). The

bleaching of a coral off the coast of Australia is not

‘global warming’. A problem for anyone attempting

to approach something as massively distributed as

environmental calamity in all its forms is this inabil-

ity to comprehend.

Another, perhaps more productive, angle on the

problem of the abstract and the particular is Anna

Tsing’s (2005) account of ‘friction’. At the heart of

her book is the recognition that really big things,

hyperobjects perhaps, only take form as relatively

small things. In other words, universals (such as

truth, science, capital etc.) need to find purchase

in the particular in order to exist. They happen in

places. In some senses, there is only the particular.

Perhaps it is through this friction that we can get a

purchase on something as big as global warming or

environmental degradation in general. Magrane is

telling us that climate geopoetics can help us here.

He shows us this through his poetry, where the

hyperobject becomes grounded as ‘dark beetles/

chomp down forests’ and the narrator clicks a button

on his MacBook Air. The poet’s quality of attention,

of noticing, can help us to grasp something of the

general from the particular – to see, as William

Blake put it, ‘a World in a Grain of Sand/And a

Heaven in a Wild Flower/Hold Infinity in the palm

of your hand/And Eternity in an hour’.1

I want to resist a certain kind of mobilization of

poetry as a valorized form here and gesture towards

the possibilities of a promiscuous version of hybrid

geopoetics that does not venerate the specific form

of ‘the poem’. The poet and the poem, Magrane tells

us, ‘resists the solidification of a liberal humanist

individuality’. This would be news to William

Wordsworth or any of the host of other ‘nature

poets’ that have formed the basis for widely

received visions of the romantic poet, alone, walk-

ing through the wilderness, or holed up in a Paris

attic. Poetry can reasonably be said to have played a

key role in the invention of the liberal humanist

individual – or, what Kathleen Jamie has called, in

a slightly different context, ‘the lone enraptured

male’. ‘Who is that coming over the hill?’ she

writes, ‘A white, middle-class Englishman! A Lone

Enraptured Male! From Cambridge! Here to boldly

go, “discovering,” then quelling our harsh and

lovely and sometimes difficult land with his civi-

lised lyrical words’ (Jamie, 2008). It was a poet,

after all, who wrote ‘Know then thyself, presume

not God to scan;/The proper study of mankind is

man’ (Pope, 1970 [1734]: 65). You would be hard

pressed to come up with a more stereotypical liberal

humanist individual than the figure of the poet.

This vision of the poet and the poem begins to

break down in the playful hybridity of the experi-

ments of both contemporary poets and non-poets.

The specific utility of climate geopoetics, according

to Magrane, is to embrace ‘play and experimenta-

tion’, juxtaposition and compression in ways that

academic text (normally conceived) does not. While

it seems that poetry and academic writing (particu-

larly what might normally be called social scientific

writing) are often at opposite ends of a spectrum, it

is not just geographer-poets who are finding new

ways to write the world – to embrace play and

experimentation. Academic writing, or certain parts

of the academic writing machinery, have been fre-

quently mobilized by poets who have at best

ambivalent relationships to the idea of the liberal

humanist individual. The American poet, Susan

Howe, for instance, combines research and poetry

in her work, frequently making creative use of para-

textual elements. In her book, Pierce-Arrow, for

instance, she explores the life and thought of philo-

sopher Charles S. Peirce combining what looks like

lyric poetry with fragments of marginalia from

Peirce’s archive (Howe, 1999). Claudia Rankine’s

book, Citizen: An American Lyric, is composed of

passages of text ranging from single lines to short

essay-like structures along with images (Rankine,

2014). Combined, it forms a single poem that

addresses race, racism, and microaggression. Mag-

gie Nelson’s book, The Argonauts, defies categor-

ization all together. It is composed of separate short

paragraphs that often nod towards prose-poetry in

order to explore questions of motherhood, gender,
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and queer sexuality (Nelson, 2015). Quotes appear

within paragraphs in italics while the origins of

those quotes (the authors’ names) appear in the mar-

ginal space beside the quote as a kind of spatially

rearranged footnote (sidenote?). It is not exactly

academic referencing, but certainly gestures

towards it both conceptually and spatially. The

question of whether or not it is poetry ceases to be

interesting. It is hybrid in intent and form. Closer to

the thematic specificities of climate geopoetics is

the work of Juliana Spahr in her collection, well then

there now, in which she combines eight passages

that are clearly poetry (you can tell by the way they

appear spatially) and passages which might best be

described as essays (Spahr, 2011). Each section or

passage is given specific co-ordinates which locate

the text, but each is promiscuous in the way they

reach out in time and space to designate the con-

nectedness of ecologies. In one passage of prose at

the end of a poem, she writes about her distaste for

the term ‘nature poetry’ in the face of ecological

disasters and their impact on, and locatedness in,

Hawai’i. She turns instead to ‘ecopoetics’: ‘a poe-

tics full of systematic analysis that questions the

divisions between nature and culture’ (Spahr,

2011: 71). It is telling that, for Spahr, her ecopoetics

(and ecopoetics in general) is involved in ‘systema-

tic analysis’. This is not a term often associated with

the specific work that poetry does. The way she

defines her task of ecopoetics might equally have

been a definition for geography, or human geogra-

phy, or cultural geography.

While poets have been busy enfolding the poetics

of the academic page into their work, academics

have been working in the other direction. There is

something of a blossoming of geographers who are

also poets at the moment, and most of them are

mentioned by Magrane (Acker, 2018; Cresswell,

2013, 2015, 2020; de Leeuw, 2012, 2015, 2019;

Magrane and Cokinos, 2016). There is also some

history here – notably the work of John Wreford

Watson (1950) and Jay Appleton (2009). A range

of work in and on geopoetics can be found in a

recent edited collection edited by Magrane and oth-

ers (Magrane et al., 2020). But we don’t have to look

only to text clearly marked as poetry to see the work

of poetics, eco or otherwise. Even at the level of the

sentence – a level that the specific art of poetry

attunes us to, and which academic writing (as nor-

mally conceived) appears willfully ignorant of – we

can see how academic writing and poetics are flirt-

ing. This appears to be particularly true in the space

where ecopoetics meets feminism. Consider these

lines by Astrida Neimanis as she explores the eco-

feminist potential of the ecotone where land meets

water:

Eco: home. Tone: tension. We must learn to be at

home in the quivering tension of the in-between. No

other home is available. In-between nature and culture,

in between biology and philosophy, in-between the

human and everything we ram ourselves up against,

everything we desperately shield ourselves from,

everything we throw ourselves into, wrecked and reck-

lessly, watching, amazed, as our skins become thin-

ner . . . (Neimanis, 2012: 93–94)

Read these lines aloud. It will add pleasure to

thought. The sentences have rhythm. They use repe-

tition. There is an alternation of short sentences and

a long one. It is rhetorically structured in sets of

three – three in-betweens and three everythings.

‘Wrecked’ works cleverly with ‘recklessly’. It does

not matter that there are no linebreaks to signify the

presence of a poem. It is clearly eco (and geo)

poetic.

Beyond the level of the sentence, we can look at

the work of anthropologist Anna Tsing’s (2015)

book, The Mushroom at the End of the World: On

the Possibility of Life in Capitalist Ruins, which

knowingly plays with form in her exploration of the

various lives of the Matsutake mushroom and what

it/they tell us about Anthropocene life. Tsing joins

with others in producing Arts of Living on a Dam-

aged Planet in which the editors proclaim that

‘Creative writing invites us to imagine the world

differently, to listen beyond newspaper headlines

to hear those quite stories about the Anthropocene

whispered in small encounters’ (Tsing et al., 2017:

M8–M9). Similar explorations in world-making and

exploring through writing can be seen in the work of

anthropologist Kathleen Stewart and literary scholar

Lauren Berlant in a series of short essays limited by

the constraint that they be exactly 100 words long

(Berlant and Stewart, 2019). These texts are
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knowingly ‘creative’ and in some sense ‘hybrid’.

They challenge the conventions of both ‘poetry’ and

‘academic writing’, and it is in this hybridity that I

see an emergent ‘geopoetics’ that provides new

opportunities to grasp the hyperobject of climate

change as well as other similarly ungraspable

things.
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Note

1. Auguries of Innocence. https://www.poetryfoundation.

org/poems/43650/auguries-of-innocence
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